
Outstretched Calm!
Falling, a single leaf lands amongst the casualties!
of autumn, !
filling the ground with gold and decaying !
green. !
Untouched; wild and free, the branches entwine and contort. !
stilled. !
Slowly, the billowing slopes comprise of sods and leaves. !!
Silver clouds lay dormant, shrouded in obscurity, !
masked by the oaks,The tops of trees dance !
obliviously with the wind to the music of the bird's soprano, !
the percussion of the woodpecker, !
the tenor that is wind itself and a soft hum, !
wrapped in arches of entangled boughs spreading outwards. !!
Vegetation and Thorns, jutting and coiling out at every juncture, !
threaten intruders to the little space with !
greens found only naturally, implying infinitesimally !
growing branches, and no room !
for the human form. Until, abruptly, !
light arrives, foreign and peculiar. !!
The beam brushes aside the slight fog !
with an outstretched calm it silhouettes the trees. !
It's a gap in the expansiveness; a clearing. !
The clearing expands and is full of grass !
and mire, reflecting the sun above. !
Sun-dappled flowers gently sway in the wind, !
mottled with specks of fragmented spore. !!
The bird song flows out into the clearing, !
stretching it's muscles throughout. !
Blue floods in from the sky, casting shadows of hue. !
The clearing relaxes and rests, lying back in the wind. !!
The soft hum grows and expands, and, becoming jarring, !
a truck pulls away so does the clearing, like a dying star. !
Upon the clearing lie the casualties of more than autumn, !
green only decays into a very unnatural dark green !
and clouds, exposed, are made from ersatz grey smoke, !
for upon the truck are the words: "TREE LOGGERS".


